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                               Abstract 
             The normal as well as tangentialimpulsive forces, having co-latitudinal 
       and longitudinal distribution, are assumed to act on the inner surfaceofaspherical 
       cavity in an infinite elastic solid. The particle motions of the P and S waves 
       generated from the spherical source are studied, by use of the operationalcalculus. 
1 Introduction 
   The study on the propgation of the P and S waves generated from a source, in which 
the normal as well as tangential impulsive forces varying with co-latitude and longi-
tude are assumed to act on the inner surface of a spherical cavity in an infinite elastic 
solid, plays a very important role in the investigation of the mechanism of earthquakes. 
KAWASUMI and YOSIYAMA (1935), NISHIMURA (1937), NISHIMURA and TAKAYAMA (1938), 
and INOUYE (1938) investigated the problem by use of the methods related to the 
Fourier's double integrals. SEZAWA and KANAI (1941 a,b, 1942),  KANAI (1951) and 
 VANix (1953) studied the problem in which the forces are functions only of co-latitude 
and independent of longitude, by use of the operational calculus.  VANEK (1956) 
also obtained the formal expressions for the general cases in which the forces are arbitrary 
functions of coordinates and time. 
   In the present paper, the author intends to study the problem by use of the 
operational calculus, and elucidate the particle motions of the P and S waves at large 
distances from the spherical source, in which the forces vary with co-latitude and 
longitude corresponding to the force systems assumed to represent a model of the 
mechanism of earthquakes. 
2 Theories and Illustration 
 (i)  Let  r,  0,  g)  be  the  spherical  coordinates,  J the  dilatation,  u,  v,  w  the  r—,  0—, 
 components  of  displacement,  and  c1,  c2  the  reciprocals  of  the  velocities  of  the  P and  S 
waves, respectively. 
 1/p/(X-1-2  ft)  ,  C2  1/PAtt 
 p  : density, X,  p,  :  Lame's constants. 
   We will obtain the expressions for the displacements of particle motions at large 
distances from the origin, when the impulsive radial force F sin 20 cos  (p,  f(t), the co-
latitudinal force F cos 20 cos cp.f(t) and the longitudinal force  —F cos 0 sin  cp.f(t) are
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assumed to act simultaneously on the inner surface of the spherical cavity of radius 
a;  f(t) is a function varying impulsively with time t. It may be mentioned here that 
these assumptions on the source are supposed to be related to the mechanism of deep 
earthquakes, and to correspond to the sudden release of a certain state of the deviatoric 
stresses around the hypocenter, and will be explained in detail in my other paper. 
   The boundary conditions at  r  =a can be expressed as  following  :
 R„  =  —F  sin  2  0  cos  cp.f  (t)  ,
                 (;3) „a=—F cos 20cos rp .f (t),(1)
               — 
                  (rq)) „.„--F cos 0 in p.f (t) , J 
where 
           7              0au,„( avv1 a u                  vr-=-X4+41L--r---- p,  + a  
r' 2r  r T  a  6  )  , 
                                        (2)           ......ip—p,(—a w —w 1   a  u  )  r +  a  r  7 7  sin  0  a  (p  )  • 
(ii) The integral expressions of displacements satisfying the general equations of motion 
of elastic body waves expressed in terms of spherical coordinates, can be obtained to 
be as following, by use of the methods developed by SEZAWA and KANAI, and references 
being made to  SEZAWA'S (1932) methods of deriving the solutions for the periodic wave 
 motions  : 
 tc ------  u1+142+  /43, II =  V1+  V2  +713  ,  a' =  W1+  W2  +  W3  , (3) 
      1fe+:-ezi dzA,,,,,,,d H,,l+),/,(izrc,)„, u, —P,,(cos0)cos Incp,      27 ti.1c—io.  z  22  c; dr -V--r 
      1 fc+i— e"dz Am„,H,i+),,2(izrc,) d  P7  (co 0)  COS  Mcp,(4) v1—27(iJc—ica  z z2 c2,73 i 2 d 0 
 1fc+i-el dz mAni„ .11,1+),„(izrc,) 13,",' (cos6)• w  =——S111, Mcp ,  12 .77-iJc—i«)Z Z2 c2,rs / 2Sin 0 
 1,12  -=0  , 
     1fc-Fic°et dz mH„ "(izrcr,)P,r(cos0) v2=B„,„"12-cosmp,    2 7z- iic—i.  z  n(n  +  1)-V r  sin  0(5) 
W— —1 ric°  e"Bdz 1.ff,'_,),/ 2(izrc,) d P,T(cos 0)sinnt 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                . 
                                                            -- 
2,      2771ic—i.z n(n+1)1PlnVr  d  0 
u3_ 1 ic+i-  e"dz n (n+1)Cm„ II ,',), /2(izrc,)                                 P,7cos m                             (cos0)q) ,2 
z iic---icx, z m Z2 c; p3/2 
     1 ir+i—  e"dz 1C„,„1 df/—u(i)•,1 dP,n,(cos6)                                        y.I.n1i / 2(121C2)COSMtp(6)2niJ e icaz m  22 c; r  drLvdB 
 w3 ____ 1 fc±'"  ez'  dz Cn,„1 d {ir-H,,,(izre2)}P","(cos0) inm 99, 
 2 77  iJc—io,  z 22 cr drrn I "2 sin  0 
             j,_____ 1ic+i-  e"dz.Pl,„„                                1-1;,',),  / 2(izrc„)P;,n.(cos0)cos m cp , (7)                2 7r i Jc—i—  Z  1/  r
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where  P: is associated Legendre function,  H(1) Hankel's function of the first kind, 
 rico BROMWICH-WAGNER'S integral in the complex plane as is used in the operational  i
c-ioo 
calculus, and m  • n are integers, and  A,„„  •  Bnin•Cnin arbitary constants. (u1,  v,, w1) and (u2, 
 v,, w2;  tt,, v3,  w3) correspond to the waves which are propagated with the velocities ofthe 
P waves and S waves, respectively, at large distances from the source. 
    When we wish to get the solutions corresponding to the boundary conditions tated 
in (1), we have to put  n=2, m=1, and  Bm„=0 in (4),   (7), where 
   P; (cos 0) ='sin 2 0 ,___.                       d P; (cos0)3 cos 2 0,P;(cos 0)___3 cos 0 . (8)                              =,)    2 d0 sin  0 
    Our problem can be reduced in this way to the evaluation of the integrals 
contained in the following expressions for the displacement components, 
 u  =  ut+  U3  , v  =  v1+v3,  ze,  =  w1+w3, (9) 
    u__  1 f+cic°  ezi dzA dM,'2  (izrc1)                                P; (cos 0) coscp,      1 27ric-i„, z z2 c: dr -1/ r
         1 fe+'''  ezt  dz A  H0)„(izrci)dP; (cos 0)  V
i— coscp , (10)         271"/jc--tic, z  Z2  CI  ra/2  d  0 
           1 fc+'''ceI- Idz A;',(izrc,),P;  (cos0) sin
co ,      701---           2n-iJc—i.  z Z20,ys/! , sin  0          
1   fc+i°3 ezt dz6 C. t I',),(izrc2)  u3  — P; (cos 0) cos  p  ,  27.  i ic--ioo z  z2  c:  73/2 
    va=_1r+i—_ez'dz C  1  d r—H•d P; (cos0)                              11/r, 1-15 „(izic2)1cosp , (11)       2 7ri.1,--i- z z2 c: r drd 0 
 1  f c+i"_ezi dzC  1 dP; (cos0) sing),       7E13--        27 iJc-ico z z2 c:)1  sin  0                          r drtVr H,;',(izrc, 
                                                                                      _ 
             Li  — 1  f+lc'  eze dzAH ,11), (izrc1) P;  (cos  0)cos99, (12)  2  z  ic—i0.0 Z -V r-- 
which satisfy the boundary conditions, 
  1 
                  (77),„=— 3 F  •  f (t) P; (cos 0) cosp , 
                                 (co        (r0),,, —1 =  — F  •  f (t) d P;d 0s0)  cos  ep  , (13)  3 
                       1P;  (cos0)-                    (1'
99)r-a =3 F. f  (t)sin p ,                                   sin0 
 f y             (t)— 1rc-Fioc.ezi g(z)‘''d z,g (z) = z  f e-21  f (t)  dt  . (14)  2n-iic-i,.„ z 0 
 ThrD  boundary conditions (1) are expressed in the form (13) for the sake of conve-
 nience, and the constants  Am„,  Bm„ are replaced by A, B. 
 (iii) After SEZAWA and  KANAT, the  expressions  0 f the displacements in the correspond-
 ing case, in which the motions are independent of  p, are as following;
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 u'  =  u'2  , v'  14-pv;  , (15) 
 u, 1  fc-Fica ez' dz A'  d (izrel)  P2 (cos 0)  ,  2  
ziz  z2  cl  dr  -t/i-
                                             (16)
 v, 1   fc+i'D  ezt dz A' H,!1,),  (izrci)   d  P2 (cos 0)           2J
c—i.  z  z2  c  i  103/2  d  0 
         ____  I  fc+i" Ha;. 6B' . (izrc2)                                (cos 
          27 riz  z2  c:  r'1P2cos 0,2 
        = 1   fc-Fi°'  ezt dz  B'  1 d)d P2(cos 8)(17)                             )         1 2 7r i  Jc-i, z  z2  c: r dr2/2(izrc2)} d  0  , 
 j 1  rice' dz A(izrc,)                                    P2(cos 8).(18)2 zi z  V  7 
   They have obtained the solutions for following two cases, in which the boundary 
conditions are given  by  :
   (I)  (r) =.f  (t)  P2  (cos  0)  , (7741)„, =  0 (19) 
  (II)d P(cos 8)                  = 0,(;76)7-4•=j (t)*2d0(20
   When it is assumed that fit) =p„ for  t>0, and  f(t)  =0 for  t<0,  and X=µ, it is shown 
that  u'i and predominate  large distances from the source. The radial component 
 u't of displacement of the P waves and the co-latitudinal component  v; ofdisplacement 
of the S waves in these cases, are expressed as following; 
   (I)ui=                            2";a2p0 dP2 (cos 0)           a211° P2(cos,(21)r d  0  , 
                                             8  (cos                                 dP, )(II) u; =a2 P°  P2  (cos  0)  , v;V't  a2P0(22)  r  
to  d0  , 
respectively. The variations of  U;,,  V;„  (Pt,  V't with time have been studied by 
SEZAWA and KANAI. Their values are shown graphically e.g. in Figs. 3, 4, 7 and 8 of 
KANAI'S paper. (-0.5 in Fig. 3 has to be replaced by —0.05). 
(iv) Now comparing the expressions f the displacement components  (10). (11) with 
 (16). (17), the boundary conditions (13) with (19)  •(20), and taking into account the 
stress expressions (2)and the expressions of dilatation (12)  •(18), and by use of the 
principle ofsuperposition, we can conclude that he factors consisting of the integrals in 
 ui•(vi,—w1) and  u3•(v3,—w3) should be similar to those in  v; and  u'„  .7); respectively. 
 INOUYE (1938, p. 601) noticed that similar relations hold for a special case of normal 
forces acting on the inner suface ofa spherical cavity. 
   Thus when we also assume the step functionexcitation a d put 
 f  (t)  = 1 for  I >  0  , and f (I)  = 0 for t <  0  , (23) 
and  X  =14 in our case, the principal terms of u, v, w at large distances from the 
source, can be expressed as  following  ;
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                              a
r                             2Fit' =  Usin 2 0  cos  cp,
                              a2F                v
3= V cos 2 0 cos co, (24) 
 a2F                           ze)
3=—v,  cos  0  sin  cp  ,  r 
                  L                        + 1U'tl V--[2 V„'+ Vi] , (25) 
                                where U and V vary with  t—ci(r—a) and t—c2(r—a), and  u, and (v3,  w3) correspond to the 
P and S waves respectively. The variations of U and V with time are illustrated in 
Fig. 1. One can see at once, as may be expected, that the motions of the P and S waves 
are damped periodic ones, and the amplitude of the first motion of the S waves is 
larger and the period of it is longer than those of the P waves, respectively. 
                         a4 - 
 as  -
                           V
 a2- 
                      a -
                        U 
 00           2
3 4 
 [t-ci(r-a)]/ac2 for U, [t-c2(r-a)]/ac2 for V. 
                                   Fig. 1. U and V. 
   The expressions quite similar to (24) with respect o (0,  (p) have been used by us, 
as the fundamental expressions which express the patterns of the first motions of the 
P and S waves emitted from the focus of deep earthquakes (HONDA, 1957). 
3 Summary 
   The particle motions at large distances of the P and S waves emitted from a spher-
ical source, which is considered to be related to the mechanism of deep earthquakes, are 
elucidated by use of the results obtained by SEZAWA and KANAI for apparently simpler 
cases. The results show that the amplitude factor of the predominant first motion of 
the S waves is larger and its period is longer than those of the P waves respectively.
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